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ECONOMIES WITH A FINITE SET OF EQUILIBRIA'
BY

GERARD DEBREU

A MATHEMATICALMODEL which attempts to explain economic equilibrium must
have a nonempty set of solutions. One would also wish the solution to be unique.
This uniqueness property, however, has been obtained only under strong assumptions,2 and, as we will emphasize below, economies with multiple equilibria must
be allowed for. Such economies still seem to provide a satisfactory explanation of
equilibrium as well as a satisfactory foundation for the study of stability provided
that all the equilibria of the economy are locally unique. But if the set of equilibria
is compact (a common situation), local uniqueness is equivalent to finiteness.
One is thus led to investigate conditions under which an economy has a finite set
of equilibria.
Now nonpathological examples of economies with infinitely many equilibria
can easily be constructed in the case of pure exchange of two commodities between
two consumers. Therefore one can at best prove that outside a small subset of
the space of economies, every economy has a finite set of equilibria. For the precise
definition of "small" in this context, one might think of "null" with respect to
an appropriate measure on the space of economies. Such a null set, however,
could be dense in the space and a stricter definition is required. Our main result
asserts that, under assumptions we will shortly make explicit, outside a null closed
subset of the space of economies, every economy has a finite set of equilibria.
The key mathematical tool in the proof is Sard's theorem [12, 1, pp. 37-41,
13, pp. 45-55], which we now state. Let U be an open subset of R' and let F be a
continuously differentiablefunction from U to Rb. A point x E U is a critical point of
F if the Jacobian matrix of F at x has a rank smaller than b. A point y E Rb is
a critical value of F if there is a critical point x E U with y = F(x). A point of Rb
is a regular value of F if it is not a critical value.
1 This paper was presented as the Irving Fisher lecture at the Brussels meeting of the Econometric
Society, September, 1969.
My work was done partly at the University of California, Berkeley, under a research grant of the
National Science Foundation, partly while I was visiting the Center for Operations Research and
Econometrics of the Catholic University of Louvain as a Guggenheim Fellow, and partly while I was
an Erskine Fellow at the University of Canterbury. The support of all these institutions is gratefully
acknowledged.
I also wish to thank Y. Kannai, S. Smale and R. Thom for the extremely valuable conversations
I had with them.
2 An excellent survey of the work done on this uniqueness problem will be found in K. J. Arrow and
F. H. Hahn [2, Chapter 9].
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Sard's theorem:If all the partial derivativesof F to the cth order included,
wherec > max(O,a - b), exist and are continuous,then the set of criticalvalues
of F has Lebesguemeasurezero in Rb.
The economieswe considerare pure exchangeeconomieswith I commodities
and mconsumerswhoseneedsand preferencesarefixedand whoseresourcesvary.
Let L be the set of strictlypositive real numbers,P be the set of strictlypositive
vectors in R' (i.e., the set of vectors in R' having all their componentsstrictly
positive),and S be the set of vectorsin P for whichthe sum of the componentsis
unity.It is convenientto specifythe preferencesof the ith consumerby means of
his demandfunctionf, a functionfromS x L to P suchthatforevery(p,wi)E S x L,
one has p *f(p, wi) = wi, where the dot denotes inner product in R'. Given the

pricevectorp in S andhis wealthwiin L, the ithconsumerdemandsthe commodity
vectorf(p, wi)in the closed positive cone P of R'. Having chosen a norm in R',
we introducean assumptionwhichwillbe madeforsomeconsumerin the theorem,
for everyconsumerin the proposition:
ASSUMPTION

(A): If the sequence (pq,wi) in S x L converges to (p?, w?) in

(3 \ S) x L, thenIfi(p, wq)Iconvergesto + oo.
Assumption(A) expressesthe idea that every commodityis desiredby the ith
consumer.
fin, w,.
An economy is defined by (f..
an m-tuple of demand
functions, and an m-tuple (o = (co

,..

,

Cm) of vectors in P. Since the demand

functionsremainfixed,an economyis actuallydefinedby o E Pm.
Givena)E Pm,an elementp of S is an equilibrium
pricevectorof the economycoif
m
=
P
, f(,p oi)
E coii
m

i=l

i=l

We denoteby W(w))the set of p satisfyingthis equality.
Finallywe say that a subsetof Rimis nullif it has Lebesguemeasurezero in R1m.
THEOREM: Given m continuously differentiable demandfunctions (f1, . . . , fin), if
somef satisfies (A), then the set of a) E Pmfor which W(w))is infinitehas a null closure.
PROOF: We assume,withoutloss of generality,that the firstconsumersatisfies
(A). Let U = S x L x P'- 1, an open set in R'm.We definethe functionF from
U to Rim by associatingwith the generic element e = (p,w1, 2,... ,Iwm) of U
the value F(e) = (c 1, 02, .. , Om)
where
m

o1 =f(P,w1)

m

+ E fi(p,P Zo.i) E oi
i=2

i=2

We immediatelynotice that for everye E U, one has p *a), = w1. We also notice
that, given w)E Pm,the price vector p belongs to W(w)if and only if F(p,p *ct1,
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= a and that the points of W(a) are in one-to-one correspondence
. (l)
l)2
OM.
with the points of F- (co).
SinceF is continuouslydifferentiable,by Sard'stheorem,

(1)

the set C of critical values of F is null.

We now want to prove that C n Pm is closed relative to

pm.

To this end, we first

establishthat, althoughthe functionF may not be proper [13, p. 43], it has the
closelyrelatedproperty:
(2)

if K is a compact subset of Pm,then F 1(K) is compact.

Considera sequencewith genericterm eq = (pq, wI, (oq ... , Pm)in F- 1(K). We
must show that it has a subsequenceconvergingto a point of F '(K). Let Oq =
F(eq) and form the sequence sq = (pq,w', wq). As we noticed earlier, for every
q, pq. *01 = w?. SinceO belongsto K, wi is boundedand sqhas a subsequencesq
convergingto (p?,wo, (O0) e S x L x K. We claim that p0 E S and w? e L. The

secondrelationis a consequenceof the equalityp?. wo = woobtainedin the limit
and of the factthatp0e3 and (o?e P. As for the firstrelation,assumethatp0eS \ S.
By (A),If,Q, vO)1would tend to + oo, a contradictionof the fact that for everyq,
fl(pq, w') <i X7=, oq where the right-hand side is bounded. Summing up, 0q
convergesto eo = (p?, wo, 00, ... , og) which belongs to U. By continuityof F,
one has F(e?) = oo. Thereforeeo E F- '(K).
Assertion(2) readilyimplies
(3)

if E contained in U is closed relative to U, then F(E) rnPfmis closed relative
to Pm.

Considera sequencewith genericterm(0q in F(E) r pm convergingto to0 in Pm.
The set K consistingof all the oq and (0 is a compactsubset of pm. For everyq,
select eq E such that F(eq) = (oq. The element eq belongs to F- '(K) which is
compact by (2). Thereforethere is a subsequence{eq} of {eq} converging to
eo E F- '(K). Since every0q belongs to E which is closed relativeto U, eo belongs
to E. By continuityof F, to0 = F(e?). Thus to0 E F(E) n Pm.
As a corollaryof (3)we obtain
(4)

C ri Pmis closed relative to Pm.

A criticalpoint of F is a point of U at which the Jacobianof F vanishes.Since
the Jacobianof F at e is a continuousfunctionof e, the set E of criticalpoints of F
is closed relativeto U. However,C = F(E).
To completethe proof of the theorem,we remark(see for instance [10, p. 8])
(5)

if ce(E Pm is a regular value of F, then F- 1(o) is finite.
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Notice first that by (2), F 1(w))is compact. Consider an element e of F 1(w).
At e the Jacobian of F does not vanish. Therefore by the inverse function theorem
[7, pp. 268-269], there are open neighborhoods Ue of e and Veof w homeomorphic
under the restriction of F to Ue. In particular e is the only element of F - 1(w) in Ue.
Since F- (w) can be covered by a finite set of open neighborhoods Ue, F- (c)
is finite.
P
In conclusion, if w E Pm is such that W(w) is infinite, then w E C. By (1), C pm
Q.E.D.
is null. By (4), so is its closure.
We add a remark to the preceding proof which describes how the set W(w)
depends on w.
REMARK: Under the assumptionsof the theorem,if wo E pm is a regular value of F,
there are an open neighborhood V of wo and k continuously differentiablefunctions
. . . , gk from V to S such that for every co in V, the set W(w))consists of the k
g1
distinct elements g1(c),.. ., gk(W).
PROOF: The proof is a variant of the reasoning of [10, p. 8]. Let el,.. ., ek be
the elements of F-l(wo). They have pairwise disjoint open neighborhoods
U1,..., Ukhomeomorphic, under the restrictions yl,... ., y of F to these neighborhoods, to open neighborhoods v1,..., Vk of wo contained in pm. Consider

Yi \ F(U \ Uk =1 Ui).
Since U \ UYk=1Ui is closed relative to U, the intersection of its image by F
k

i=l

and Pm is closed relative to Pm by (3). Since w'c does not belong to that image,
V is indeed an open neighborhood of wo. Let g9 be the restriction to V of yf
7.
For every w E V, the set F- 1(w)consists of the k distinct elements g'(c), ... , g'(w).
It now suffices to define gj(w) as projs g'(w) and to recall that the elements of W(W)
Q.E.D.
are in one-to-one correspondence with the elements of F- '(wo).
In particular if coE pm is a regular value of F and r(w) denotes the number of
elements of W(w), the function r from pm \ C to the set of nonnegative integers
is locally constant. It is easy therefore to obtain examples of nonempty open sets
of economies having multiple equilibria. It suffices to construct an F-regular
economy with two commodities and two consumers satisfying the assumptions
of the theorem and having several equilibria. There is a neighborhood of that
economy in which every economy has the same number of equilibria.
The theorem asserts that excluding a null closed set, every economy in pm has
a finite set of equilibria. Since this set might be empty, this result must be supplemented by the following proposition.
PROPOSITION: Given m continuous demand functions (fi,...,fi),
satisfies (A), thenfor every coE Pm, the set W(w))is not empty.

if every fi

Since this proposition does not seem to be covered by any of the theorems about
the existence of an equilibrium, we give a short proof.
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PROOF: Given w E pm, choose a real number t greater than the sum of the
components of T.=1 wi. Let T be the set of vectors x in P for which the sum of the
components of x is smaller than or equal to t, and let T-be the set of the vectors x
in P for which the sum of the components of x equals t. For i = 1, ... , m we define
the correspondence Xi from S x L to Tas follows: if (p, wi)E S x L and fi(p, wi) E T,
then qi(p, wi) = {4f(p,wi)}; if (p, wi)E S x L and f4(p, wi) 0 T, then Oi(p, wi) = {x}
where x is the intersection point of T and the segment [0, fJ(p,wi)]; if (p, wi) E
(\ S) x L, then Oi(p,wi) = {x e Ti1p x < wi}.
Next we check that the correspondence Xi is upper hemicontinuous in S x L.
Consider a sequence (pq, wq)E S x L converging to (p?, w?)E 3 x L and a sequence
xq in T converging to x? and such that for every q, xqE 4i(pq,wq).We wish to show
that x? E Oi(p', wp). If p0 E S, the continuity of f clearly implies x? E Oi(p', w?).
If p0 E 3 \ S, then either for infinitely many q, pq E 3 \ S, in which case [xqE tand
pq xq < wq],or for infinitely many q, pq E S, which implies by (A) that for infinitely
many q, [pqE S and fi(pq, wq) 0 T], in which case also [xqE Ttand pq*xq < wq].
Therefore in the limit, x? E T and p0 *xo < w?.
Now for every p E 3 define /i(p) = oi(p, p *wi) - {wi} and V(p) =
1 C(P)
The correspondence g/ is defined on 3 and takes its values in a compact subset
of R'; it is upper hemicontinuous; for every p E S, fr(p)is convex; for every p E 3
and every z E fr(p),one has p *z < 0. Therefore by [8, 11, 4, or 5, 5.6] there are
p* E S and z* < 0 such that z* E fr(p*).Consequently for every i, there is xi*E
ji(p*, p* ai) such that ET,=1 xi* < EIm=1
wi. This inequality excludes that for
some i, xi*E T. Thus p* E S and for every i, xi* = f(p*, p* wi). This inequality
in turn implies p* *xi* = p* *wi and, since p* E S, X,= 1 x* = X,T=1 wi.
Q.E.D.

We have assumed that the consumption set Xi of the ith consumer is P only
to keep the exposition as simple as possible. For instance, the theorem and the
proposition extend in a straightforward manner to the case in which Xi is a
nonempty, closed, convex subset of R' bounded below and containing the translate
of P to each one of the points of Xi.
Differentiability of the demand function has been related to differentiability
properties of the utility function in recent studies by Katzner [9], Dhrymes [6],
and Barten, Kloek, and Lempers [3]. In particular Katzner makes the following
assumptions on the utility function u from P to the real line: (i) u is continuous
in P and twice continuously differentiable in P; (ii) the derivative Du is strictly
positive in P; (iii) [x' e P, x" e P, x' =#x", u(x') = u(x"), and 0 < t < 1] implies
[u(tx" + (1 - t)x') > u(x')]; (iv) u(x) > u(O)implies x E P.
Under these assumptions, given p E S and w E L, there is a unique maximizer
f (p, w) of u in the set {x E P Ip *x < w}. The function f is a homeomorphism of
S x L onto P. Its inverse g transforms x E P into (p, w) E S x L where p is the
point where the ray from the origin determined by Du(x) intersects S, and w = p *x.
Katzner observes that the demand function f is continuously differentiable on a
dense, open subset of S x L. By another application of Sard's theorem one can
actually prove the stronger result-f is continuouslydifferentiableoutside a subset of
S x L which is closed relative to S x L and has Lebesgue measure zero in R'.
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Since g is continuously differentiable, the set F of its critical values has Lebesgue
measure zero in R'. The set of its critical points is clearly closed relative to P.
Therefore its image F by the homeomorphismg is closed relative to S x L. At every
point of S x L \ F, f is continuously differentiable by the inverse function
theorem.
University of California,Berkeley
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